Introducing Royal Service on selected Delta flights
Here's food in flight to a gourmet's fancy! Two happy hours of feasting, on selected Delta first class flights of over 2½ hours. Start with cocktails...then an inspiring array of hot hors d’oeuvres followed by warm scented towels.

Enter the entrée! Charcoal-broiled strip sirloin or juicy filet, Tournedos de Boeuf or delicate Chateaubriand, all with separate vegetables. And your choice of champagne, rosé or burgundy. Superb desserts and coffee.
Continental liqueurs, via cart. Those new Delta serving carts! They permit the serving by individual courses.
And note the new costumes of the stewardesses, with many-mix-and-match combinations.

Next trip, go the eight-course route: the Royal Service route of Delta. Just call reservations to ask about the first class luncheon or dinner flights on which you will find this exhilarating new experience in air travel.
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